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7 years of strong MS SQL Server Developer experience in Health Care, Finance, 
Banking and Insurance domains with expertise in MS SQL Server suite of products 
like SSIS, SSRS, and SSAS. Expert in planning, modeling, designing, developing, 
implementing, administering, and maintaining Microsoft SQL Server, Visual Studio 
Microsoft Access 2007-97 databases, Some experience with Oracle and MYSQL 
Databases.

EXPERIENCE

Junior Server Developer
Cvs Health - MARCH 2015 – PRESENT

 Used the SSIS to migrate databases such as Excel files, flat files and 
SQL server database to centralized IT destination.

 Created many complex database code objects such as stored 
procedures/ views/ functions and used them in reports directly to 
generate reports on the fly.

 Created queries in T-SQL, stored procedures, and views to store the 
data of clients, advisors.

 Implemented OLAP cubes, facts and dimensions for providing 
summarized and aggregate views of large sets of data.

 Created user-defined functions, triggers to store data into appropriate
tables as and when data arrives and created indexes to the tables 
that have least updates to improve the query performance.

 Developed tables, views, stored procedures, and triggers using SQL 
server management studio.

 Developed tabular reports, subreports, matrix reports, drill down 
reports and charts using SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS).

SQL Server Developer 
ABC Corp - 2014 – 2015

 Deployed the packages to the appropriate destinations using SSIS 
and successfully created dynamic package configuration in SSIS.

 Optimized the performance of queries with modifications in T-SQL 
queries, removed unnecessary columns, and eliminated redundant 
and inconsistent data.

 Identified slow running query and optimization of stored procedures 
and tested applications for performance, data integrity using SQL 
server profiler.

 Scheduled the reports to run on daily/weekly/monthly basis and email
the results to the users in the required format.

 Evaluated large and complex data sets.
 Wrote and maintained technical documentation.
 Participated in the application development process and code reviews
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of database objects.

EDUCATION

 Masters in Science - May 2014(Virginia International University )Bachelor
in Science - June 2004(Pune University  - Pune, Maharashtra )

SKILLS

TSQL, SSIS, SSRS, SSAS, Stored Procedures, CTE, Performance Tunning, Complex 
Queries
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